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The two have been playing cat and mouse games for months. So far Lilly has been able to wrestle down and deny her attraction to Mr. Ambrose. But what happens when suddenly the dark secrets of his past begin to pop up, and they are forced to go on a dangerous journey to the South American jungle? A journey they can only survive if
they unite? Enter the world of Mr. Riccard Ambrose, where the only rule is: Knowledge - power - it's time - money! Silence. Cold. The squeala perfection. This is Riccard Ambrose, the most influential business tycoon in the UK. Free spirit. Fire. Definitely not attracted by the aforementioned business tycoon. This is Lilly Linton, his personal
secretary and a secret weapon. The two have been playing cat and mouse games for months. So far Lilly has been able to wrestle down and deny her attraction to Mr. Ambrose. But what happens when suddenly the dark secrets of his past begin to pop up, and they are forced to go on a dangerous journey to the South American jungle?
A journey they can only survive if they unite? Enter the world of Mr. Riccard Ambrose, where the only rule is: Knowledge is power - it's time - money! 'Explosion, explosion, explosion!' this article is a stub and therefore inadequate. Help Storm and Silence Vicky, expanding it. Historical Fiction 3962600582 (ISBN-10) 978-3962600587 (ISBN-
13) The previous following Silent Night Silence Breaking Silence is the third book in the Robert Thier Storm and Silence series. It's free to read on both the Wattpad and Radish Fiction App. The first few chapters were uploaded to Radish in July 2016, and the novel was published electronically and in paperback in September 2017. The
contents of the show Synopsis Silent. Cold. The squeala perfection. This is Riccard Ambrose, the most influential business tycoon in the UK. Free spirit. Fire. Definitely NOT attracted by the aforementioned business tycoon. This is Lilly Linton, his personal secretary and a secret weapon. The two have been playing cat and mouse games
for months. So far Lilly has been able to wrestle down and deny her attraction to Mr. Ambrose. But what happens when suddenly the dark secrets of his past begin to pop up, and they are forced to go on a dangerous journey to the South American jungle? A journey they can only survive if they unite? Plot TBA Chapters My Scandalous
Horrible Crime Nice Surprise Big Day Is Happily Ever After With a Mustache For a Smile Dear Diary Royal Example You-Know-What Horrors I Hate You, or Maybe Not, or... Oh, to hell with that! Half Happy Couple Bliss Of Love Waste Recycling Squad in action Pink Letter of Lady Blessings of Motherly Love Sneaking Away Welcome to
Argentina Burning Waters Friendly message from house Nibbling on the bots of pirates I horribly tortured Mr. Linton for the rescue rebellion Really Hot Jungle Heat Interesting Stone Stone Ideas Open Ramifications Fish Business Coming From the Exotic Effort of the Brazilian Standoff Something Goes Explosion in the night of sneaky
explorations of Heroic Rescue a la Ambrose Love in the morning pretty priestly they going Wild Kaboom Attractions Fell Goodbye Lusty Golem caught in the web of the Ambrose knot in the top quaking Foundations Ambrose POV chapter: (Available on Cold. This is Riccard Ambrose, the most influential business tycoon in the UK. his
personal secretary and secret weapon. The two have been playing cat and mouse games for months. So far Lilly has been able to wrestle down and deny her attraction to Mr. Ambrose. But what happens when suddenly the dark secrets of his past begin to pop up, and they are forced to go on a dangerous journey to the South American
jungle? A journey they can only survive if they unite? Enter the world of Mr. Riccard Ambrose, where the only rule is: Knowledge is power - it's time - money! Genre: Historic Romance Used Accessibility for The Silence of Robert Thier - Golden August 2017 : PaperbackDecember 2017 : USA, Australia, Canada, UK Kindle Edition Sir Rob,
You Seriously Kill Me! Warning, this will be one giant gushing festival. I love this series! Much! It's like every book gets better and better, and the first book was already impressive! I gave each book 5 stars, but each one surpassed the previous one so Silence Golden really 7 stars! Seven glorious stars! This whole paragraph requires
exclamation points! What's going on with me!? Okay, deep breath so I can try to explain why more people should read this. I don't want to giw Sir Rob, you seriously kill me! Warning, this will be one giant gushing festival. I love this series! Much! It's like every book gets better and better, and the first book was already impressive! I gave
each book 5 stars, but each one surpassed the previous one so Silence Golden really 7 stars! Seven glorious stars! This whole paragraph requires exclamation points! What's going on with me!? Okay, deep breath so I can try to explain why more people should read this. I don't want to give away any spoilers, but I want to entice those
who read this review to pick up this series. To make sure I keep all the secrets, my review will be on the series as a whole, not about what's going on in that particular book. The whole storm and silence series is breathtaking. Whatever minor problems I may have had in the beginning, they just don't exist anymore. The silence of Golden
was pretty damn perfect. It's historic, with enough precision to be believable, but it's also a related heroine for us modern readers. This is a comedy series with characters who find themselves in the most ridiculous situations, but in the most ridiculous way. Sure, sometimes their antics are silly, but that's what comedy is all about. You're
probably tired of me preaching it, but the best love stories evolve slowly! For those who agree, read this series! The romance between Lilly and Ambrose is the definition of a slow burn! It's a perfect tempo, with each book cranking up the heat to the next level. It's so much fun to read them gradually fall in love, especially when it's obvious
they don't want to. The high level of expectation makes me feel like I'm going crazy in the best way possible. I'm pretty much in love with Ambrose himself, he's the epitome of fainting worthy, so I totally understand why Lilly is not able to resist. When it feels like a person falling in love with someone for being bold, bold and smart (rather
than physical attributes), you can't help but adore him! I heard Silence Breaking, book 4, will be the last. I could read it right now, chapter by chapter on Radish, but I think I prefer to wait for publication so I can read the entire book in one go. (That's exactly what I did with Silence Golden. I should probably give my heart time to calm down
anyway, because if Silence Breaking is better than Silence Golden by following a pattern, I'll probably burn out. Dude, I'm really looking forward to it! Thank you to Robert Vier for providing free ARC in exchange for an honest review. Read this review, and many others like it, at Birdie Bookworm! ... More two have played cat and mouse
games for months. So far Lilly has been able to wrestle down and deny her attraction to Mr. Ambrose. But what happens when suddenly the dark secrets of his past begin to pop up, and they are forced to go on a dangerous journey to the South American jungle? A journey they can only survive if they unite? Enter the world of Mr. Riccard
Ambrose, where the only rule is: Knowledge is power - it's time - money! The titles of My Scandalous, Horrible Crime Bailiff stared at me down his long, hooked nose. It wasn't particularly hard to look at me because he was sitting high on the bench at the judge's massive table while I -- well, I was sitting in the dock. Why does he look at me
like that? I whispered to my friend Eva. Perhaps because you looked at him, Lilly, she whispered back. I want him to stop. Well, then maybe you should stop first. Ha! In a dream! I won't be the first to give And I've amplified my glare. Eva sighed, leaned back and fished two knitted needles out of her bag. They were accompanied by what
looked like a cross between a cobweb and a patchwork blanket, but probably should have been a sock. Her fingers started moving faster than my eyes could follow, and pushing the needle echoed through the courtroom. On the other hand, my friend Flora was sitting, her lips trembling, trying not to cry. And next to her, on the other side,
sat my best friend Patsy, who was busy throwing Flora thunderous glances, threatening death and cursing if she would allow as much as one tear slip. Patsy is a firm opinion that a girl should always behave with strength and dignity - especially when she has just been dragged to court by a bunch of chauvinistic bastards! I, on the other
hand, had the view that Flora was in dire need of a hug. The dock didn't really allow enough room for that, so I leaned over and patted her on the shoulder. Don't worry. You're going to be fine. You'll see. Looking up, she looked at me with wet, scary eyes. A tiny smile lifted one corner of his lips. She may have actually believed me, except,
at that very moment, from somewhere in the back of the public room, the sound of the door opening reached our ears. The bailiff knocked his knuckles on the table to call attention. Now the court is on trial. His lordship, Peace Judge Winston Montgomery Murgatroyd presides. All rebel for his lordship, Peace Judge Winston Montgomery
Murgatroyd. Flora shot her in the legs. I was sitting. Patsy stayed seated. Eva continued to knit and continued to sit. All rise to peace judge Winston Montgomery Murgatroyd, the bailiff repeated, his voice a little louder. Patsy shrugged it off. If you don't get up, Miss, said the bailiff, harshly: You must be held in contempt of court! My god!
Now you're really scared of me. Patsy! Flora begs for a while. You are welcome! Patsy gave Flora a long, hard look. Then she exchanged with me. I shrugged and nodded. Rolling her eyes, Patsy pushed her considerable part into a standing position. I followed, and so did Eva, making sure that her monster sock was safely hidden. The
steps sounded across the room. A tall, doting figure in black appeared behind a massive judging table and settled in a large chair. He took the gave, and he hit down once, the tree. You can sit, announcing a voice that was about as dry - and as friendly - as the old bones in the cemetery. We all sat down again. Except flora, who stood
respectfully just to be on the safe side and had to be pulled down in her place by Patsy. The bailiff cleared his throat. The case in court is a matter of the crown against Miss Eva Sanders, Miss Flora Milton, Miss Cusack, and Miss Lillian Linton. Did I hear it right, Winslet? The figure at the judge's table sat down and looked at us blaming. He
had an even longer and more hooked nose than the bailiff. Ladies? Do we have unmarried young ladies in the dock? I'm afraid, so, my God. My god! What does the world come to? I don't know, my God. Magistrate Hooknose sent us another look and in his bone-dry voice asked: What, pray, do they blame? The bailiff cleared his throat
again. The defendants are accused of wilful, willful and malicious intent on February 9, 1840, to have- Abruptly, his eyes went wide and he cut off, looking down at the documents in front of him. Fast, he showed them to the court clerk next to him - who dropped the glass he was just polishing and almost fell off his chair. Well? The judge
demanded impatiently. From what they're accusing? The bailiff whispered to the secretary of state. The secretary of state whispered in response to the bailiff. Both of them threw in horror look at Patsy, who cocked her head and gave them a cool smile. Well? The magistrate's voice didn't sound so dry anymore. In fact, you could say it
sounded almost alive. Almost. 'I am...' Nervously, the bailiff looked back. I wouldn't want to ... In the open air... You have to forgive me, Lord, it's just so shocking, I can't -- 'What were they doing, man? Out with him! The bailiff took a deep breath. With his fate resigned, he made a bold face, and sat down straight to get on his duty, as awful
as it could be. 'Bike, Lord.' Yes, God. Women? Yes, God. In public? I'm afraid, so, my God. An elderly court officer who stood for attention behind the magistrate cleared his throat. Excuse my break, God... but can I ask what is this cycling? That sounds very dodgy to me. That's right, Rogers. The judge gave a slight shudder, as if someone
had walked across his grave. This includes driving using certain vehicles, commonly known as the bike, which seems to be disgustingly popular with young people these days. You may have heard of the dodgy under its original name, velocipede. The court officer's eyes went wide. You don't mean...? Yes. They were moving around on ...?
Really. 'Using the pedals?' And with their unmentionables spread? The judge closed his eyes in pain. Please don't make me think about it. Hey! Patsy called. They're called legs! They're all of us, you know, not just us girls, in case you haven't noticed! You can call them by their real name! Or poles, posts, props or shangs,' I suggested.
That's perfectly acceptable, too. Two men we were scandalized looks. Just listen to them talk! It's unfortunate, isn't it? When I was young, under old King George, such things would not have been allowed to happen. The girls knew what the right behavior was then. Patsy opened her mouth, probably to tell the two where they could stick to
their proper behavior, but I grabbed her hand. Keep your mouth shut, don't you? I whispered. For Flora. Patsy hesitated a moment, but then closed her mouth again, grumbling. Where did this ugliness happen? The judge demanded from the bailiff, almost trembling with moral indignation. In the backyard? Garden? The bailiff blushed, but
boldly cleared his throat and replied: No, Lord. Green Park. In green R-! Are you telling me that these women are cycling in public? Indeed, they did, my Lord. With the kids now? It hurts me to say that, but. And they witnessed these women moving around on bikes, moving their unmentionables and sitting on saddles in a way that was
completely... Bifurcation? The bailiff nodded gravely. Yes, God. Slowly the judge covered his face with his hand. My god! For a few moments, there was a grim silence in the courtroom - except for the incessant click-click-click-click-click of Eve's needles. Finally, the judge lowered his hand. His pist got into a wooden block, and in his dry,
most graveyard-like voice, he proclaimed: I need some time to contemplate the sentence. The trial was adjourned for five minutes. No, in the second thought, 10 minutes. These women should have some time to contemplate the gravity of their crime. Officer, stay here and watch the criminals. I wouldn't put him past such vicious, corrupt
creatures to try to escape the justice they deserve. Oh, my God! Of course, my Lord! Moments later, the door closed behind the judge. Eva clickety-clickety-click-click performed as if nothing had happened. I turned to Patsy and said, Well, you are a vicious, corrupt creature, you have to admit that I won the race on the duck pond. Patsy
crossed her arms over her ample chest. I admit there is no such thing! Eva? You were there, weren't you? Hmm? Clickety-clickety-click. There, on our bike ride! You saw who won, didn't you? 'Mhm.' Clickety-clickety click. Clickety-click-clack-click. Well? Who won? 'Hm-hm.' Clickety-clackety-click-clack. I sighed. Apparently, I wasn't going
to get answers from this block. Turning, I focused my gaze on Flora. You were there, too! Who won? I knew who won, of course. Patsy just doesn't admit it because she prefers to swallow her umbrella sideways than admit anyone beat her no matter what. Flora knew that, too. And judging by the color of her face, she was not too fond of
The idea of having to tell Patsy she came in second place. Um... Well, Patsy, you know.... It's not always about winning... Yes, it is! Patsy contradicted her. Flora tried again. I mean, you two weren't serious, you were just having fun... No, we weren't! Oh, amm, I can see. Well, anyway, I'm afraid that - I'm not very good, the light wasn't very
good, and I didn't look closely - from where I stood, it looked a lot... how Lilly won. Patsy nailed her to the bench with deadly lethal looks for a few minutes. Flora quailed, but did not let go of my eyes, which I considered a huge achievement. Admit it! My smile was wide enough to divide my face. You've lost! There was a long minute of
silence, then: OK! Yes! I lost! But only because this cop pulled me off the bike in the first place. I conceded with a gracious nod. I bet he wish he hadn't done it when you landed on him. Patsy barked with laughter. Yes, he did! We fell silent again, but this time it was completely friendly. Clickety-clickety-click knitting needles Eve still
sounded in the background, and to my satisfaction I noticed that the slow-driving bailiff was crazy. So, I thought. Hey, we haven't agreed on a prize for the winner! It was just for fun. I'm not talking about race, stupid! I'm talking about my offer! Oh no. Do you think we'll all get the same? That's impossible! Patsy said. I have a much more
impressive track record than you! No matter what you get, I'll get at least twice as much time. Long? Flora's eyes went wide. What do you mean for a long time? Of course you don't mean.... Yes, Patsy confirmed with grim gusto. I do. No! Of course, they're just going to give us a fine. Are you joking? Patsy laughed. They should set an
example for independent women like us, otherwise their entire chauvinistic system will collapse! It's suffocating for us ladies. At least a week. Maybe even two. Flora almost fell off the bench. Even Eva stopped knitting and looked up. Two weeks? Are they going to throw us in jail for two weeks? Oh Lord! Covering her mouth with both
hands, Flora did her best to try to disappear into the air. When that didn't work, she curled herself into as little ball as possible and hid her face by her hands. I don't want to go to jail! It's going to be dirty and cold! And they have crooks and thieves and thugs all over the world! Are we really? Leaning forward, Eva grabbed Patsy and me,
bringing us closer together. You two listened to what a stuffy old tomcat with a dal spoke! Could we actually go to jail? Don't worry. Seeing the fear in Eve's eyes, I patted her hand. I'm sure they don't girls in the same cells as dangerous criminals. I'm not worried about that. Eva dismissively shrugged off the idea of getting stuck in a cell
with a rapist or murderer. Don't you understand? If we go to jail, we won't be able to attend the Royal Wedding on Monday! I rolled my eyes. Oh sure. Royal Wedding. How could I forget? It was a legitimate question, given that Eva - and indeed much of the City of London - had not spoken of anything else in the past three months.
Wedding - bang! Patsy snorted. It's disgraceful! We have a woman at the head of the nation for the first time in as many hundreds of years, and what is the first thing she does after ascending to the throne? She gets a man! Pathetically! She looked at me for confirmation. Um, yes. Very sorry, I assured her hastily. But judging by the
suspicious glare that she shot me with, I suppose she could have said that my heart wasn't really in it. Maybe because Prince Albert was rumored to have been a model of this extremely rare species known as Good People. Or maybe it's because he didn't ask Victoria to marry him - no, it was the other way around. She decided the idea I
found extremely appealing. I suppose there were certain advantages to being queen. It's not pathetic! For a moment, Eva looked offended, but it only took a few seconds before her eyes started glazing and took a glamorous shine. It's romantic! The most gorgeously insanely romantic thing ever to have been in the history of England and
the Empire! Prince Albert is so dreamy! I saw his picture in the Observer and he's just the most beautiful person that ever lived! Mr. Darcy can't hold a candle for him! And besides, Mr. Darcy is just a fictional character, and Prince Albert is real. He's a handsome prince and he's real and he'll be married in three days! And not for you, Patsy
pointed out in a dry tone. Eva threw her a dagger like a glance. Thank you so much for reminding me. Welcome. Anyway, you can see why we can't go to jail for two weeks, can't we, Patsy? Oh sure. I mean, it's a royal wedding, for God's sake! How often in our lives can we attend a royal wedding? We just can't go to jail! We can't!
Absolutely not. I'm sure if we explain to the judge, he'll let us go with a reprimand so we can go shout God save the queen along with the rest of London. Eva gave Patsy a suspicious look. Are you making fun of me? Whatever gives you this idea? They began to argue, and my attention began But I kept a careful eye on them, and when
Patsy reached for her umbrella and Eva for her knitting needles (and didn't knit with, this time) I felt it was time to step in. Hey, hey. Calm down, you two. Cold materialist! Eva smmmmed. A man of crazy fool! Patsy boiled over. I thought none of them meant me. Relax, I told Eve. It doesn't matter if we're in jail on Monday or not. We can
never get a good place for a wedding anyway. Like I said, I realized how true the words were. And I was surprised to see a fit of frustration over that fact. I mean, it won't be in some big church, but in the royal chapel at St. James's Palace. Crowds won't be there. To get in, you have to be royalty, or obscenely rich and important. 'Truth.'
Dang! Psht! Flora, who reappeared from behind her hands, held her finger to her lips. Look! He's back! We looked and saw his Grace, Winston Montgomery Murgatroyd's peace guard, entered the room with a grave expression on his face - so serious that you could practically read the letters on the tombstone. Sitting at the judge's table,
he took a deep breath, entangled his wobbly chin in the most impressive pose, and proclaimed, I have thought long and hard about this. It's not an easy decision. Given the defendant's young age, I considered condescension - Flora sat straight, her broad, open eyes beaming with hope. But with the morality slipping throughout our society,
such outrageous exhibitions of misconduct as we have witnessed today cannot go unpunished. The judge sent a dark glance our way, and Flora withered. Thus, I have decided to severely punish these wicked people with a rather severe punishment, which we hope will deter these wicked people from violating the cherished moral laws of
the kingdom in the future. The pous rose and fell with a deafening thud. For serious offences of indecent exposure and violation of the queen's peace, I am here to sentence you to a fine of five shillings each. May God pardon your souls. Marauders! Patsy waved her fist at the courthouse, a minute before the door slammed into her face.
Five shillings! Can you believe it? Five shillings! Well, now, Patsy, Flora dared to note: It's not that bad. Five shillings isn't that much. It brought her one of Patsy's looks. You know the ones that could make a sergeant a major earthquake in boots? It's a principle thing! We have done nothing wrong, so we should not be punished if there is
any justice in the world for women. Also, five shillings may not be much for you or me - our families are good! But what about poor Lilly? Her uncle has money, too. But he is as stingy as a Scotsman with a stick up his For all intents and purposes, Lilly has no more money than a church mouse. And five shillings is five times more than most
people do all month - if they have a job that none of us do! It's just not fair. Patsy continued, not paying much attention to the fact that her best friend, i.e. me, had just tried to say something. Men can make money - why don't we have women? It's all right if you're rich, of course, but if you're poor as Lilly - hey girls, I tried again. It's not a
problem, I-- then just nothing you can do! What do you think will happen when the bailiff comes knocking to collect the fine? Do you really think her uncle will pay? Oh no, it's prison time for our friend! And all this only because of the tyrannical, fat chauvinism of one fine-minded London magistrate! I cleared my throat. Patsy, I'm right, Flora
agreed, her eyes rushing to me with warmth and kindness. I could feel her heart coming out to me. How thoughtless about me! We have to do something! We can't let Lilly go to jail with all these thieves and murderers, rakes and debauchery! In fact,' Eva mused, 'the last two don't sound so bad. You don't think it's like, Maybe - Eva! Okay,
it's all right! With her hand in her handbag with a sigh, Eva slipped a few coins. 'Here's my share.' Where I put my money again... Girls! Girls, will you listen? Or not, don't listen, just look! And with these words I pulled out of the pocket of a brilliant golden sovereign. My friends froze and stared. Patsy's mouth actually fell open. Where do you
get that? She demanded it. From the same place I got this, I replied, pulling two more coins to join the first. Out of my pocket. The amazement in Eve's gaze slowly turned into admiration. Lilly - you don't rob a bank, do you? No! Of course not! Oh no. Eva seemed a little disappointed. But then it brightened up again. But you must have
done something terrible to get your hands on so much money. A smile pulled at the corners of my mouth. You have no idea. As? Patsy demanded. How did you get it? And... Now that I think about it, how do you get the money for your bike? Eva, Flora and I could afford ours, but you? And don't tell me, your uncle suddenly developed a
generous and giving nature because I won't believe it! No, he's still the same stingy old sock as ever. Then what? I winked. Let's just say... there is another person in my life who slips me some money over and over again. A revolution of scandalous sighs greeted my statement. Lilly Flora began, her face terrified. '... You little fox! Eva
finished, a broad smile extends to her features. Tell us all! Do we need details that are understood? Details! Who is he? Where is he? Who is he? How rich is he? Is he ugly, handsome, tall, tiny, horrible, stunning, tolerant? He's not yet sixty? Oh, please tell me he's not some old weirdo who. It's who we're talking about! You wouldn't give
such a nasty old bastard in the daytime! Is he handsome? Please tell me he's handsome! And the rich! And wonderful and kind and kind and-sorry, girls. Jumping down the stairs, I swung at my pride and joy: my new, shiny, girlishly gorgeous velocipede. I have room to be! Stop! Patsy rushed forward, indignant expression on her face. You
can't leave us like this! We just have to-' the rest of her sentence was lost in the whirlpool of my bike wheel as I whizzed to Leadenhall Street. Empire House, 322 Lidenhall Street, to be exact. I didn't lie to my friends. I did have a man who gave me money at regular intervals. A gorgeous, powerful, disgusting chauvinistic man who looked
like someone was pulling a tooth out of his brain every time he had no choice but to give me a paycheck. I smiled. It's time to go to work. Nice Surprise You're late, Mr. Linton! The warm greeting of my dear employer immediately made me feel at home. His cold glare and Arctic waves of disapproval, radiating it, completed a favorable
working atmosphere. Yes, I agreed cheerfully, dropped the briefcase on the table and flopped into the chair. One hour, fifteen minutes and.... Fast, I put my hand in my pocket and pulled out my own watch, which I bought from my first pay cheque,' ... thirty-two seconds. Letting the clock snap close again, I tucked it away. Wonderful how
exactly you watch the time of day, Mr. Linton. Thank you sir. That would be even more remarkable, however, he added with glare, leaving the dark doorway of his office where he was standing, completely into the mine, if you had devoted the same amount of attention to the time of day when you should show up for work. Punctually! I
struggled to ignore the tremor that went into my back as our eyes met. Mr. Riccard Ambrose was an irresistible personality under any circumstances, but if you experienced those eyes of him looking into yours just a few inches, if you felt those long, elegant fingers gripping your face while his lips captured the other parts of you... Let me
put it this way: it gave a whole new meaning to the word powerful. Really, sir. Why are you late, Mr. Linton? I was arrested. He stood there for a moment, his hands folded, his posture stiff as Statue. His eyes narrowed endlessly, but other than that, he showed no sign of any emotion what it was. The temperature in the room dropped by
thirty degrees. Normally, it would surprise me, Mr. Linton. But based on you, it's not. Why do you think that is? Because you know I'm a little demon from hell? I offered fun, and pulled open the desk drawer. As expected, I found the correspondence of the day there, which Mr. Stone left for me. Pulling it out, I began busily sorting through
the envelopes. A fitting moment, Mr. Linton. Thank you sir. Lost time will be deducted from your salary. Of course it will, sir. No, don't pause. Silence. The negative opposite of noise, which seemed to stretch, tickle my ears and send a cold shiver through me. No one could say anything like Mr. Ambrose. There was a question of that
silence. The question he wanted me to answer without spending his word on it. Ha! Keep your pocket wider. When I opened one of the envelopes, I smiled, hiding my face behind the letter. Not a word crossed my lips. Silence. More silence. And a pinch of more silence, with a little restraint and silence thrown in. Yes sir? Why, Mr. Linton?
My smile widened and I held the letter closer to my face, in case the smile was so wide it looked out at both ends. Why is that, sir? Don't play stupid with me! Why were you arrested? 'Oh...' I fight my ear thoughtfully. I don't remember exactly... Theft? Manslaughter? Mine, mine, you think rather high on me, don't you, Mr. Ambrose, sir?
Answer the question, Mr. Linton! Well, like I said, I don't remember exactly, but one of the charges was a violation of the queen's peace, I believe. I heard a sigh over the letter. Oh yes. Well, it's not like bah-oh, and yes! I cut off my fingers. The other was indecent exposure. Because of the letter, I heard a gag noise. 'Indecent.... Mr. Linton?
Yes sir? I was able to say no keel more from silent laughter. Is this something to do? What did you do? Why, I just took these letters from the table, and now I look through them, just like every morning. There's one from the Bank of England, and one of -- Mr. Linton! Yes, Mr. Ambrose, sir? Do you play with me? I wouldn't dare, sir. Then
tell me: What have you done to get arrested? What have you done to get accused of... something like this? I shrugged. Nothing much. I just climbed the stairs of St. Paul's Cathedral and showed my bare ass to passers-by, that's all. The noise that has now come from Mr Ambrose's side definitely cannot be described as gagged. Oh no.
Not You want to apply the adjective 'gagging' to the lion growl. Mr. Linton? Yes, sir, Mr. Ambrose, sir? Are you trying to make fun of me? I wouldn't dream of that, sir. But reality is another matter, I suppose. I don't know what you could mean, Mr. Ambrose, sir. Of course not, Mr. Linton. There was another moment of silence -- the silence of
Mr. Ambrose. Then his steps began to move away. I looked out from behind my letter and saw him open the door to his office. Shortly before he disappeared in his hermit, he stopped. The sight of his tall, lean black figure against the fiery morning light, streaming through the window, doing things with me, deep inside. When you're done
with these letters, Mr. Linton, come to my office. I have a job for you. The door slammed behind him. My dear office tyrant didn't promise too much. He had a wonderful surprise waiting for me when I entered his office: checking the balance of all his accounts. All of them. In one day. Apparently, he did not particularly trust his accountants -
not a big surprise, as he did not trust God, the saints, himself, the queen or Santa Claus - and was determined to discover anyone who could deceive him and crush them like bugs. And guess what? I was declared his assistant bug-squasher. That's why I, Miss Lilly Linton, sat on a perfectly good Friday afternoon, going over balance. If I
was working for a normal person going through a few balances, maybe it wouldn't be so bad. But I worked for Mr. Riccard Ambrose, the man who had to open new banks all the time because the old ones were so quick stuffed with his money. The day went on and on. The numbers piled into endless rows and columns, and soon, my brain
was a labyrinth of zeros, fives and sevens. I had no idea where the rest of the rooms went. I wasn't a natural mathematician. When the sun began to set, Mr. Ambrose threw his book. It's not the way it should be. At this rate, we will never be finished today. How far are you, Mr. Linton? Seven plus seven does... Hm... fifteen, minus twelve,
does-Mr. Linton! Hmm...? A what? How far are you? Two-thirds of the way to Limbo, sir. With the bills, Mr. Linton! Oh yes. Hmm, well, I'm thinking about halfway. The noise Mr. Ambrose made at the back of his throat, there was pure disapproval. An old lady who kept a cup with her little finger protruding out couldn't have done it better if
the dog urinated on her carpet. It won't do. The rest of the work will have to be postponed until tomorrow. I sat down, my face brightens. We will? Yes. We have to work on something else tonight. A bright expression took off my face. Oh yes. We are We will? Yes! Get my calendar out. Holy, my schedule for next week. Yes sir. As you wish,
sir, I dug the calendar out of my pocket and started flicking through it in search of an appropriate page. We'll start on Friday, Mr. Linton, and work our way back in a week, okay? Yes sir. Adequate. Friday, at eight o'clock... It started rattling off the date at the pace of the machine gun, and I tried my best to take all of them down in scenarios
I'd later be able to decipher. But, sooner or later, my eyes moved from the calendar in my hand to the window, behind which lay a stunning view of the City of London, bathed in fiery evening sunlight. I could do something right now! Instead, I stuck in this office with a cold, stone-hearted tyrant who couldn't even appreciate the subtle jokes
about obscene exposure. I sighed. I could ride my new bike right now! Or choose a nice costume to wear for the royal wedding on Monday - or dress if I was in a stand-alone mood. But no, what I said to Eva was true: none of us had the power or prestige needed to get good seats, or even any places. Mr. Linton! Hmm? Mr. Linton, I don't
pay you to dream! What a pity. Note! We were on Wednesday. Yes sir. Of course, sir. At five o'clock in the evening on Wednesday, I have a meeting with Mr. Schenkelbr'uer from Rothschild and Sons. Then I have to visit the Bank of England to talk to Mr. Carson. Yes sir. As you say, sir. Even if you don't want to risk cycling in Green Park
again so soon after being dragged before the judge, you could take a nice little walk, feed the bread to the ducks and solid chocolate for yourself. There's no such thing as a bad time for solid chocolate. On Wednesday I have to visit my factory in Whitechapel. Production there has fallen to the maximum, and I need to lay off a few people.
Um... Surely you mean, at a minimum, sir? Did I usually say things that I don't mean, Mr. Linton? No sir! How long is this going to take, sir? Or you can sit at home, fantasize with your younger sister Ella about what it's like to attend a real royal wedding. This time, there will actually be a question about which you and your favorite brother
can both get excited. Or you can just sit there and dream about what it's like to be queen and be able to command men to do whatever you like. Two or three hours, depending on how many fools I have to fire. Then, after that, we go back to the office and work on balance sheets. That's great, sir. I'm really looking forward to it. But why not
do it on Monday? Or you can just spend this evening in front of the mirror, imagining what you'll be wearing at the Royal If you've ever had the opportunity to go... Because on Monday I have already scheduled a meeting, which will last all day. Yes sir. Hmm... maybe blue silk ... or perhaps ... And I will need you, Mr. Linton, to come an hour
early that day and come in your best attire. As a private guest of the queen, I don't need my secretary to embarrass me at Her Majesty's wedding. Yes, Si-Wait, what did you say? Big day No, not here, and not here either, gosh, and blow it up! Where... - No! And that's not the point! Hell it all to hell! Trousers, shoes and shawls flew through
the air in tangled kapofasion clothing. And yes, the explosion, I knew it wasn't a real word! Right now, I didn't care! My sister Ella stood next to me, watching my mouth agape as I disembodied my wardrobe. I ignored her. Now I didn't have time for her. Explosion, explosion, explosion! Where is it? I know I have it somewhere! Um... Lilll?
Ella asked, cautiously. This is... No! Hell! It's too dark! It can't be! 'Air... Lille? I was just wondering ... Why do you have so many clothes in your wardrobe? Where did I put it? I know I put it somewhere, just where? It's just, Lille, Uncle Buford only ever bought us two dresses each, and now you open your wardrobe, and it's full of clothes
and, uh, well, I don't know how to put it delicately, but most of them are very similar to men's clothes. Hell and explosion! It's not in the wash, is it? I pulled my head out of the closet, stepped past Ella, and was about to open the door of the room we've shared since we were little, when I was struck by the realization. No, it can't be in the
wash. Aunt Brank would have found him, and then Hell would have broken free. He's got to be here somewhere! Lille? You heard me? There are menswear in your wardrobe! Maybe I put it in my chest, I thought, pulling my ear, lost in thought. Or I could have stuffed it into a dresser... There's no man there, either, is there? Or maybe I
folded it and put it in one of the boxes on the closet... Oh Lord! Tell me there's no man there, Lille, please! Careful, Ella crept up to the closet and looked inside. All that greeted her was a tangled web of clothes. No libertines and rakes did not hide in my wardrobe, and if there were, then hid very, very well. But Ella seemed only partially
relieved. Turning to me, she gestured at her trousers and hats scattered all over my bed. What's it? Why do you have them? Where did you get them? And most importantly, what do you do with them? It's men's clothing, Lille! Men's clothing! I noticed, I muttered, striding back into the wardrobe and rummaging again. In some part of my
mind I realized Ella had asked me some but I didn't have the time or patience to respond right now. I was on a mission. Lille, did you hear me? Lilly, that's important! You have to answer me ... And... Say... me ...' Ella's voice slowly drained away as I pulled something out of the back of the cupboard and lifted it up, triumphantly. What I was
looking for. Yes! I knew he was here somewhere! Didn't I tell you? I knew! My Goodness! Ella's eyes were wide, looking at the thing in my hands with awe and astonishment. Men's shirts, hats and even trousers were forgotten. Where did you get that? I got out of the cab and gave the driver my money. Here you go. Thank you, miss. I
stood for a moment, looking after him. Normally, I wouldn't go to work as a coach. Normally, I don't spend my money on such things when it wasn't far away, especially if you were the proud owner of a brand new velocipede. But in this case... Smiling, I turned and went to the front door of empire house. It wasn't as easy to go in my current
clothes as it usually was when I got to work, but nevertheless, I succeeded. Mr. Ambrose was standing in front of the front door, facing me. He seemed to have an energetic discussion with Karim, who stood next to a hapless little sun lounger and a petulant gray horse, which were Mr. Ambrose's preferred means of transportation. '... and I
tell you, Sahib, you can't do that, Karim was just saying when I came into my ear. It's the Royals wedding! Kings and queens, and other people with long arms and short manners! You can't go to the Royals wedding on this bus! And why not? Mr. Ambrose demanded. What happened to that coach? 'It's...' Karim started - and then he saw
me. His mouth opened. Over there! You see? Mr. Ambrose sounded as satisfied as it was possible for him to be. You can't think of any argument. Sahib! At the same time! She is... she...' What do you mean she is? Queen? What happened to the queen? No! Not the queen, Sahib! She is! He raised his trembling hand to point in my
direction. Mr. Ambrose turned his face to me -- and froze. The other person may have cursed or jumped. Mr. Ambrose didn't do either. He just froze. His face became stonier than stone, his eyes icier than ice. They raked me in, taking me from head to toe, not just me, but especially what I was wearing. I spun around, showing off every
aspect of the swirling dress. It was great if I speak for myself. I would have to say it myself, because Mr. Ambrose is certainly not going. Painted in dark red and mocha, it perfectly complements my chocolate brown hair and eyes. What, Mr. Ambrose demanded, his voice as cold as the nose of a dead polar bear, is it, Mr. Linton? must
refrain from calling me Mr., while I wear it, I advised him cordially. People can look at you strangely if they hear. Answer my question! With a sharp swipe of his hand, he gestured at a masterpiece of haute couture that somehow actually managed to do so as if I were halfway well-secured upstairs, and not so much on the backdoor.
Wonders of modern fashion... What's this supposed to be? I blinked at him innocently. Why, it's called a dress. You may not have heard of them, sir, they are a sort of garment silence is golden book series. silence is golden book pdf. silence is golden book read online. silence is not golden book
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